A2) i) The people and their lifestyle.
   ii) The unavoidable trends in the society.

A3) iv) The previous night.
   i) The garbage man
   iv) The lad would
   i) They live

A4) i) Intricate
   ii) Operations
   iii) Tendencies
   iv) Country

A5) PR

A6) i) My sister who is a teacher and her husband who is a doctor wake up at 4 am each day.
   ii) All the meals for the day are cooked by her before the sun rises.

(B) i) The, a
   ii) On, behind
   iii) Pritech said that he was very busy to finish the work given.
A1) i) Animal schooling.
   ii) Animals and their heroism.

A2) i) The normal eel swim exceedingly well.
   iv) The "charlie horse" is not over excrusion

A3) i) The duck was excellent for swimming.
   ii) The eagle was a problem child.

A4) i) Valedictorian
   a) The School Topper.
   d) The school Topper.
   ii) Groundhogs
   b) The Groundhogs
   iii) prairie dog
   c) Pigs.
   iv) Curriculum
   d) A Course of study

A5) PR

A6) i) The prairie dog must have stayed out of school and fought the tax levy.
   ii) Wasn't the squirrel excellent in climbing?

(B)

beliefs

Sight and Sound

a personal computer

and education
3 (A)

A1) i) The Unique Heritage Building
   ii) The most attractive architectural features of Mumbai

A2) i) Rajabai Clock Tower.
   ii) Clock
   iii) Carved stone figures.
   iv) The eyes of visitors.

A3)

A4) Please check proper use of:
   i) At the beginning
   ii) Illustrated by
   iii) As a result
   iv) In conclusion

A5) PR

A6) i) What is built on modern architecture principle at vidyanagari?
   ii) Foot library has been extending its membership to undergraduate students.

(B) Title - 01
    Grammar - 01
    Structure - 01
    03
Section II: Poetry

A1) The endless track of the champion whose
the achievers are also kept aside, they are
also common like us but forgotten if not
achieved anything. The successful are seen
like us, afraid of the champion until they
were robbed of their laurels, their medals,
their titles, their names. But in reality
very few are successful but still they are
don’t fear heroes.

A2) i) Transformed either
    ii) With the fleeting passage of summers
(Author)

A3) PR

A4) Please see the usage of the words

poor,
Hunger,
winner,
loser.

Strictly see stanza with rhyme and meaning.

Section III
Rapid Reading.

A1) Down
   i) Ginger
   ii) Alfie
Across
   a) Listen
   b) Murder

A2) Proper use of personal pronouns - 0.1
    Omitting all essential patents - 0.1
    Proper sequence of events - 0.1
    Correct grammar & punctuation - 0.1

+ 0.2

Scanned by CamScanner
A1) The Forest
rough weather
Green wood tree
The deer

A2) Narration style - 01
Language correctness - 01

02
Q: 6 (A) Letter Writing:
  i) OR ii)
  Content - 2
  Accuracy of language - 1
  Appropriateness - 1
  **04**

(B)
  i) OR ii)
  Content - 2
  Accuracy of language - 1
  Appropriateness - 1
  **04**

(ii) Report Writing
  Proper beginning and end - 1
  Covering all necessary details - 2
  Accuracy of language and style - 1
  **04**

(C) i) OR ii)
  Information Transfer:
  Presentation - 1
  Covering all essential points - 2
  Language, style and grammar - 1
  **04**
Q4: (A) Forming question:
   Introductory question - 01
   Probimg question - 02
   Concluding question - 01
   Total - 04

(B) Speech writing
   Proper beginning and end - 1
   Thought content - 1
   Proper explanation of ideas - 1
   Total - 03